Tom DeFrank on the BareBones Fantasy Community site posted this.
Wrote a single page Maidens of Moordoth extended first encounter script if anyone wants to use/expand on it.
Took some advice from the gamemaster's tips box included in the adventure. It went over really well with the group
and got things started off on the right foot.
As you eat your dinner in this small inn, suddenly you are gripped by a deep sense of sorrow.




(random characters) You feel a chill down your spine and a lump in your throat as if you're about to
start weeping.
(random characters) You begin to shiver and feel sick to your stomach.
(random characters) You find yourself unable to move and your body becomes covered in a layer of
cold sweat.

You feel the breath being sucked out of your lungs. You can’t breathe in or out.
The usual sound of clanging forks and knives banging against plates and the steady murmur of the dinner
crowd slowly begins to get quieter until all that is left is the sound of your breath and your heartbeat.
You're startled to realize that you see a frightened family get up to flee and as they bang against tables and
other patrons, no sound is being produced at all. Your heartbeat is the only sound you hear.
The candles and lanterns shift from its usual yellow flame to green, and the typical orange halo surrounding
them becomes inexplicably black.
In unison with this effect of the volume being muted from the room, all the color is being gradually sucked
out of the inn, giving the effect of the color desaturating, until everything is black, white, and shades of grey,
the pale green flames on the lanterns and candles is the only color not affected.
A high-pitched ringing swells in your ears.
The wispy images of six maidens, pale green in color matching the fires of the candles and lanterns, manifest
in the air hovering above the table of Elwin, one of the village elders.
The maidens slowly look around the room and speak in unison, producing a blood-curdling echo among their
6 voices:
“Moordoth, the hills are stirring...”
“Moordoth, the hills are stirring...”
“Moordoth, the hills are stirring.”
The images of the maidens vanish.
You finally exhale, breathing heavily.
The air returns to your lungs.
The sound and color returns to the room, the candle flame returns to yellow and it’s halo returns to orange.
Inn customers are crying and trembling. An obese man at the table to your left is passed out at his table, the
side of his face resting in a pool of his vomit.
Elwin, the village elder to whom the maidens appeared above looks terrified.

